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Abstract
Experimental analysis of the motion in a system of two coupled oscillators with arbitrary initial
conditions was performed and the normal coordinates were obtained directly. The system consisted
of two gliders moving on an air track, joined together by a spring and joined by two other springs
to the fixed ends. From the positions of the center of mass and the relative distance, acquired
by analysis of the digital video of the experiment, normal coordinates were obtained, and by a
non linear fit the normal frequencies were also obtained. It is shown that although the mass of
the springs is relatively small compared to that of the gliders, when it is taken into consideration
agreement with the experimental results is appreciably improved.
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In mechanical systems with several degrees of freedom, in general terms it is not possible
to obtain complete solutions of the equations of motion. A notable exception to this rule is
the dynamics of conservative systems slightly separated from a point of stable equilibrium.
In this case, the general solutions known as small oscillations are given by simple periodic
solutions or normal modes characterized by their frequency, known as normal frequency.
Knowledge of these normal modes allows the description in general terms of the dynamics
of the system. Notably, if the initial conditions are suitably chosen, it is possible to excite
the normal modes one by one and, setting aside perturbations, the system will continue
to oscillate in the same normal mode. This selection of initial conditions (excepting some
systems with symmetries) is not trivial a priori, and can only be made after having solved
the differential equations of motion. In general terms, given arbitrary initial conditions,
the motion will be a linear combination of all the normal modes of oscillation. However,
there is a method for uncoupling the equations of motion and expressing them in terms of
new variables called normal coordinates which behave as simple uncoupled oscillators. The
general process for obtaining these normal coordinates is, from the mathematical point of
view, very straightforward but it often lacks physical meaning. Analysis of normal modes
also plays a very important role in Solid State Physics where atoms in a crystal lattice
are modelled as a set of masses joined by springs oscillating at preestablished frequencies.
The normal modes of the crystal lattice – phonons – allow explanation of the electrical and
thermodynamic properties of materials.
In university courses, the study of coupled oscillations usually begins in courses on Waves
or Classical Mechanics with systems having two degrees of freedom. Usually the equations
of motion are obtained, the normal frequencies are calculated and the normal modes of
oscillation are incorporated as a tool to describe the dynamics of the oscillators1,2. Then the
concept of normal coordinates is introduced as a mathematical contrivance to uncouple the
system of differential equations of motion and it is shown that they give rise to equations
analogous to those of simple harmonic motion with the frequency of the normal mode.
Unlike normal modes of oscillation, where different experiments are usually done to excite
each particular mode, the use of these normal coordinates is treated as secondary, without
much interest from the practical point of view.
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In more advanced courses of Analytical Mechanics, the study of oscillating systems is
taken up again, but from the perspective of Lagrange formalism. It is shown in general that
for systems with n degrees of freedom, motion can be described using a set of the same
number of normal coordinates, each oscillating with a defined normal frequency. Again, as
in the basic courses, the absence of experiments to study specifically the dynamics of normal
coordinates could induce students to hold the false idea that such coordinates are only a
mathematical contrivance.
Several proposals for experiments for analysis of normal modes and normal coordinates
in undergraduate laboratories have been published3–15. A pioneering article3 studied exper-
imentally and theoretically the arbitrary movements of a system of two gliders in coupled
oscillation. In this work the technological means then available were used to obtain the
changes over time of the coordinates of each block, after which by solving the equations of
motion, the normal coordinates were obtained and compared with the theoretical model. In
another proposal6 experiments were performed with a system of two masses coupled linearly
by means of springs – and non linearly by means of a magnetic system – using Fourier
analysis. Coupled electromagnetic oscillators were also studied in reference7. In this work
normal frequencies were measured experimentally using resonating auxiliary circuits.
In the article by Wehrbein8, which deals generally with video analysis to study concepts
of classical mechanics, a series of experiments with rigid bodies and oscillating systems was
analysed, among them the monitoring of normal coordinates for coupled systems with two
degrees of freedom. This work used the means of video analysis available at the time, which
only permitted analysis of slow oscillations, with the center of mass and the relative position
of the oscillators having to be calculated manually using the coordinates of each mass. It
is also worth mentioning reference9 which proposes a method to observe each normal mode
and to measure the normal frequencies by applying a variable frequency force in order to
tune the system in each normal mode.
More recently, in a proposal using the sensors in smartphones12,14, it is presented a theo-
retical and experimental study of normal modes in a system of two oscillators, oscillating in
a plane, in this case on a table without friction. From the data acquired by the smartphone
sensors the normal modes and frequencies were obtained and then compared with a theo-
retical model. Lockhart et al15 studied a system of coupled oscillators inspired by quantum
mechanics in which the masses and spring constants were adjusted to avoid crossings.
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In the light of this background, it is of interest to propose laboratory experiments in which
the normal coordinates of a system are obtained directly without perturbing it. This paper
proposes an experiment that permits the normal coordinates to be obtained directly without
perturbing the system, using only the analysis of the videos of the experiment from which
are obtained the time functions, modes and frequencies. These results compare satisfactorily
with those obtained by theoretical calculation. This experiment can be used in an advanced
undergraduate laboratory class with students who have knowledge of Classical Mechanics
and Oscillations.
II. NORMAL MODES IN COUPLED SYSTEMS
We consider a system of two coupled masses joined together and to the fixed ends with
springs as indicated in Figure 1. Our hypothesis is that the masses of both gliders M1 and
M2 are equal to M and the three elastic constants k1, k2 and k3 are all equal, and equal to
k. The gliders can move in the direction indicated and friction between the gliders and the
surface is negligible. We call the coordinates of each glider with respect to the equilibrium
position x1 and x2, and the distance between the blocks in the equilibrium position d. The
equations of motion can be found easily according to Newton’s second law16,17 as:
M
d2x1
dt2
= −2kx1 + 2kx2, (1)
M
d2x2
dt2
= kx1 − 2kx2. (2)
We can find the normal coordinates directly, without using analytical mechanics tools,
by adding and subtracting the above equations, obtaining directly an uncoupled system of
equations, for the coordinates qS = x1 + x2 and qA = x1 − x2:
M
d2qS
dt2
= −kqS, (3)
M
d2qA
dt2
= −kqA. (4)
where qS and qA are the normal coordinates of the system, each having simple harmonic
motion with frequencies wS =
√
k/M and wA =
√
3k/M , independently of the characteristics
of the motion of each of the bodies that make up the system.
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We can observe that, as the position of the center of mass measured from the equilibrium
position of glider 1 is and the position of glider 2 with respect to 1 is x2/1, the normal
coordinates qS and qA are given by
qS = 2xcm − d (5)
qA = x2/1 − d (6)
So we see that, given the change over time of the center of mass and the relative position
of one glider with respect to the other, we can easily find the change over time of each
normal coordinate, whose oscillation frequencies wS and wA correspond to the frequencies of
the normal modes of symmetric and antisymmetric oscillation in the system of two gliders,
Eqs. 1-2.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental system is composed of two gliders moving on an air track and three
springs, one joining the gliders together and the other two joining each of the gliders to the
ends of the track, arranged in linear fashion as shown in Figure 1. The air track minimizes
the friction between the gliders and the track. The air track and the gliders (SF-9214), the
set of 3 springs (ME-9830) and the air source (SF-9216) were provided by PASCO. The
masses of the gliders, measured on electronic scales, were M1 = M2 = 0.1868(4) kg which
within the margin of uncertainty may be considered equal. The spring constants obtained
by static procedures may also be considered equal within the margin of uncertainty, with
k1 = k2 = k3 = 3.02(4) N/m.
The experiment is as follows: with the power supply of the air track set to maximum
power, the system is moved away from the equilibrium position and the motion of the gliders
is recorded by a digital camera. In this case the camera built into a Samsung Galaxy S10e
smartphone was used, fixed to a support so that its optical axis was at a right angle to the
track. The digital video obtained was analysed using Tracker free software18. This software
is commonly used to record the motion of point masses in different situations, for example
the bob of a pendulum19, the trajectory of a model car20, or more complicated systems21 by
recording the coordinates in the laboratory frame of reference in each video frame. Other
capabilities of the software allow working with a set of particle systems and obtaining their
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental set-up composed of two gliders joined by springs to each
other and to the fixed ends. To minimize friction the gliders move on an air track.
centers of mass, as well as studying the relative motions between different particles of the
set22,23. In this work we use these capabilities to determine the center of mass of a system
consisting of two coupled oscillators, as well as the coordinates of each oscillator from the
point of view of the frame of reference of the other.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We determined the positions of the gliders, x1(t) and x2(t) , by means of the automatic
tracking provided by the Tracker software for arbitrary initial conditions. Analysis of the
video recording of the experiment gave the changes over time shown in Figure 2. As can be
seen, the motion of the gliders was complex and was not simple harmonic motion.
Afterwards, given the positions of the gliders as a function of time, using the Tracker
software we determined the changes over time of the position coordinates of the center of
mass of the system and of the motion of glider 2 with respect to glider 1. Finally the changes
over time of and were determined and fitted to sinusoidal functions, as shown in Figure 3.
From the parameters of the fitted curves, we obtain the normal frequencies ωS and ωA,
with their margin of uncertainty:
ωS = 3.843(1)rad/s (7)
ωA = 6.789(1)rad/s. (8)
We will refer to these frequencies as having been obtained by the normal coordinates method.
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FIG. 2. Changes with respect to time of the coordinates of the gliders, x1(t) (blue) and x2(t)
(red), for arbitrary initial conditions.
For a deeper study of the dynamics of the system, we calculated the normal frequencies
by the traditional method which involves setting the initial conditions so that the gliders
oscillate in the normal modes, first in symmetric and then in antisymmetric motion. We call
this the normal modes method. As with the previous method, by means of video analysis
we obtained the changes over time of the coordinates (not shown here) and fitted the results
to sinusoidal functions. The frequencies obtained were
ωS = 3.829(1)rad/s (9)
ωA = 6.787(1)rad/s. (10)
which were slightly different from the values obtained by the normal coordinates method
but always within the uncertainty margin.
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FIG. 3. Changes over time of the normal coordinates qS (blue circles) and qA (red circles) and
curves obtained by non linear fitting to sinusoidal functions (solid lines).
V. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the experimental results and interpret them in the light of the
results of the theoretical model. In the model presented in section 2, comprising gliders and
ideal springs without mass, the results for the normal frequencies are ωS = 4.02(3) rad/s and
ωA = 6.96(5) rad/s. These are different from the experimental measurements by between
2% and 5%. To analyse the causes of this discrepancy, we discuss below a model that takes
into account the effect of the mass of the springs.
It is not easy to include the effect of the mass of the springs24–26. The pioneering work
of Chen24 begins with the hypothesis that the velocity of each spiral in a spring has a linear
relationship with the distance from the fixed end. The Lagrangian of the system is developed
and an overall equation for the normal frequencies of oscillation is found. In the case of a
simple mass-spring system, as a first approximation the effect of the mass of the spring
may be considered as a disturbance of the mass of the oscillator such that the effective
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mass is equal to that of the block plus one-third of the mass of the spring. This idea can
be used to quantify in a simple way the effect of the mass of the springs on the normal
frequencies of oscillation, when the system oscillates symmetrically and antisymmetrically,
by substituting the system of coupled oscillators with an equivalent single oscillator having
an elastic constant and effective mass that depend on the parameters of the system.
In the normal mode of symmetric oscillation, the central spring is not stretched, therefore
the blocks of mass M and the spring of mass m behave as a single body of mass 2M + m.
This new body is joined on both sides to identical springs, each having elastic constant k
and mass m. Thus both springs behave as a single spring with effective elastic constant
keff = 2k and mass 2m. Using the approximation that 1/3 of the mass of each spring is
contributed to the total mass of the system, the effective mass of the equivalent oscillator is
Meff = 2M + m + 2m/3. Then the frequency of symmetric oscillation is:
ωS ==
√
k
M + 5m/6
. (11)
We can carry out a similar analysis for the normal mode of antisymmetric oscillation. In
this case the midpoint of the central spring is a fixed point, so the system can be divided
into two halves. Each half is composed of a spring with elastic constant k and mass m joined
to a block of mass M , which in turn is joined to another spring which is half as long as the
original spring, so that it has elastic constant 2k and mass m/2. This system then has an
effective elastic constant keff = k + 2k and effective mass Meff = M + m/2. Finally we
obtain the frequency of asymmetric oscillation:
ωA ==
√
3k
M + m/2
. (12)
Now we can compare the experimental results obtained by the methods described above,
with the results of the theoretical models which depend on the spring constants and the
masses of the gliders, in the case which assumes the springs have no mass, as well as the
case which includes a correction for the mass of the springs. The results are compared in
Table 1.
We can see that there is good agreement between the normal frequencies obtained by all
four procedures. The small discrepancy between the experimental results may be due to
the fact that it is not possible to excite only a single mode and inevitably a mixture occurs
with energy transfer from one mode to the other, alternately. Comparing the experimental
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– Normal coordinates Theoretical model Theoretical model Normal modes
method (springs without mass) (springs with mass) method
ωS 3.843(1) rad/s 4.02(3) rad/s 3.93(3) rad/s 3.829(1) rad/s
Relative deviation – 0.046 0.022 0.0036
ωA 6.789(1) rad/s 6.96(5) rad/s 6.87(6) rad/s 6.787(1) rad/s
Relative deviation – 0.025 0.012 0.0003
TABLE I. Comparison between experimental results and models.
results with the theoretical model there is also very satisfactory agreement, especially when
the correction for the mass of the springs is taken into account.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we developed an experimental method which allows direct visualization of the
changes over time of the normal coordinates of a system comprising two coupled oscillators
with arbitrary initial conditions. Due to the video analysis capabilities of Tracker software
it was easy to find the changes over time of the center of mass of the system and of the
motion of one glider with respect to the other and afterwards of the normal coordinates.
Finally we observed that the changes of the normal coordinates followed simple harmonic
motion and we measured the frequencies by means of non linear fitting. We compared the
results obtained by exciting each of the normal modes separately, and compared these with
the predictions of theoretical models with and without correction for the mass of the springs.
Agreement between the experimental results and the predictions of the theoretical models
was very good in all cases. Taking into account the mass of the springs further improved
the agreement.
It should be noted that the ease and speed of data processing makes the activity presented
here suitable not only for undergraduate laboratory courses, but also for direct analysis of
the video of the experiment in theoretical classes, using for example active methodologies
such as Interactive Lecture Demonstrations27 and emphasizing activities with sequences like
POE (Predict – Observe – Explain). Finally, we stress that the most significant contribution
of this work is the possibility of showing the changes over time of the normal coordinates in
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advanced courses of mechanics and waves and allowing students to visualize their dynamics,
showing that these coordinates are not just a mere mathematical contrivance for solving
systems of differential equations.
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